Human health is affected by many factors. Diet and inherited genes play an important role. Food constituents, including secondary metabolites of fruits and vegetables, may interact directly with DNA via methylation and changes in expression profiles (mRNA, proteins) which results in metabolite content changes. Many studies have shown that food constituents may affect human health and the exact knowledge of genotypes and food constituent interactions with both genes and proteins may delay or prevent the onset of diseases. Many high throughput methods have been employed to get some insight into the whole process and several examples of successful research, namely in the field of genomics and transcriptomics, exist. Studies on epigenetics and RNome significance have been launched. Proteomics and metabolomics need to encompass large numbers of experiments and linked data. Due to the nature of the proteins, as well as due to the properties of various metabolites, experimental approaches require the use of comprehensive high throughput methods and a sufficiency of analysed tissue or body fluids. In this contribution, we describe the basic tools currently used in nutrigenomics studies and indicate the general requirements for future technology methodological routings.
Nutrigenomics/nutrigenetics is defined as the application of the genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics studies to human responses to nutrition, especially the relationship between nutrition and health. Nutrition and health research is focused on the prevention of disease by optimizing and maintaining cellular, tissue, organ and whole-body homeostasis.
Results of nutrigenetics/nutrigenomics studies could help people to modify their diets to avoid or include certain nutrients and food combinations in a more personalized way than the common state of knowledge of the ordinary consumer currently allows. The genetic basis of each individual differs. Genes and their variants (alleles) can put people at higher or lower risk of developing chronic disease, e.g. cardiovascular diseases, obesity, or cancer. Inherited genes, if known, may also help to predict the risks and benefits of certain foods. An example is the effect of ingesting junk foods, which trigger genes to send out messages that slow the body's metabolism (1) , or the effect of diet insulin from cow milk. Consumption of insulin might cause type 1 diabetes, underpinned by genetic factors (2) . Dietary chemicals can cause damage to DNA through mutations, DNA rearrangements, epigenetic changes, or gene expression; some others can protect genome functions (3, 4) . Those cuisines based on large amounts of plants (vegetables, grains, fruits, nuts, beans and legumes), such as found the Mediterranean diet, are believed to be health promoting. However, it was not until 1933 that a direct relationship between the consumption of fruit and vegetables and diseases, such as cancer, was demonstrated (5) . It is well known that plants produce chemicals to protect themselves, but recent research has demonstrated that they can also protect humans against diseases. A few of the well-known phytochemicals are lycopene in tomatoes, isoflavones in soy, and flavonoids in fruits (6) . The thousands of different types of phytochemcials can be categorized into various families, according to their protective functions (7) . However, medical research has indicated that there is no single magical phytochemical, but there are synergistic or 'team effort' to their medicinal values (8) . Also, there is increasing evidence that consumption of whole foods is better than isolated food components, such as dietary supplements and nutraceuticals. For example, increased consumption of carotenoid-rich fruits and vegetables was more effective than carotenoid dietary supplements (9) . Nutrigenomics is expected to increase our fundamental knowledge of the interactions between life processes and our diet. Impacts of the diet upon gene stability and gene expression is basically studied using '-omics' approaches. Measuring nutritionally responsive genome activity involves (1) model object(s), (2) type of nutrition or diet, (3) methodological platforms, and (4) data evaluation/compilation, involving the analysis of hundreds of samples. This constitutes the advantages of exploring high throughput technologies (10) . This review article attempts to summarise the available high throughput technological platforms used in nutrigenomics studies.
Genetic make-up and nutrition
Several chronic diseases and cancers result from the connections between genetic susceptibility and both environmental and lifestyle factors, including diet. Genetics thus plays an important role in the health status of man. The human genome was successfully sequenced, and more than a thousand genes and their forms -alleles for rare, highly heritable 'Mendelian' disorders have been identified; variations in which are both necessary and sufficient to cause disease and/or susceptibility to a disease (11 -13) . Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in gene sequences are often underlying such disorders. The knowledge on the resulting amino acid substitution(s) is very valuable for the investigating of the genetics behind common diseases, and is collected in the International HapMap Project (14) . Over 7 million SNPs are expected to be in the human genome. The SNP data are available through the Human Genome Browser (http:// genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). Up to now, over 150 000 validated, genome-wide SNPs have been genotyped in the same set of individuals. Such information constitutes goal-directed studies explaining interactions of nutrition, and especially phytochemicals with individual human haplotypes (15) . One of the best-known examples of the applicability of nutrigenetics are the 2 SNPs, in the methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene, causing serious health problems. Treatment with folic acid supplementation helps to overcome the negative health effect of these SNPs (16) . Other epidemiological studies indicate that human exposure to isothiocyanates and indoles through cruciferous vegetable consumption may decrease cancer risk, but the protective effects are influenced by individual genetic make-up underlying metabolism and elimination (17) . Currently, hundreds of genes have been described that have been associated or linked with diseases; and possible interventions by pharmaceuticals and nutrients including botanicals have been under investigation (18) . The genetic make-ups of individuals differ, and there is a need to discern these differences. New technological platforms are required to speed-up the investigation of existing haplotypes. Genomics use either classical DNA-sequencer technology or other advanced technologies, such as DNA arrays (19) . Recently, new approaches based on new scientific findings have been launched to promote high throughput sequencing, combining, e.g. elements of emulsion and oligo-ligation strategy (20, 21) . These next-generation sequencing technologies are generating great excitement in the life-science community with the offer of high throughputs at a lower cost. Once haplotypes are described, methods are in place for the efficient haplotyping, including high throughput ones, such as DNA arrays (22, 23) , pyrosequencing (24) , or other PCR based approaches. Human epidemiology and intervention studies may thus effectively employ the information on haplotypes, and drive an evolution toward personalised nutrition.
Gene expression and its regulation
Early investigations of gene regulation revealed that nutrients could modulate gene expression; flavonoids are a well-known example (25) . Transcription of genes involved in chronic diseases or involved in inflammation may be affected by enriching our diet with specific foods, inherently rich in phytochemicals (26) . Initiation of gene transcription itself requires the presence of transcription factors, enhancers/repressors, accessible promoters, and RNA polymerase.
Transcription is driven by, among others, the methylation status of the DNA string, specifically the promoter regions and histone decoration. Methylation patterns are affected by several factors -tissue specificity, developmental stage, as well by diet. Considerable epidemiologic evidence supports the hypothesis that susceptibility to chronic diet-related diseases is influenced by nutrition in utero, resulting in different methylation patterns. In fact, an entire research field of epigenomics has grown-up around the idea that epigenetic drugs and foods might be able to promote healthier methylation patterns in the otherwise intact genes of cancer patients, whose methylation switches may simply need tweaking, or resetting. The Human Epigenome Project (HEP) aims to identify and interpret the DNA methylation patterns of all human genes, in all major tissues. Epigenetic changes have been implicated in many diseases, particularly autoimmune diseases such as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, or cancer. The results available suggest that prevention and therapy of diseases by individualised tailoring of optimal epigenetic diets is conceivable (27) . The fundamental concept of epigenetic research is to combine an initial, sequence-based mapping of CpG and a prediction of CpG island strength (28) . Epigenetics researchers using DNA methylation analysis are facing methodological problems, because of high CG content in the sequences. Companies have tried to offer solutions to overcome these problems by developing special chemistry and approaches. Pyrosequencing is an accurate and fast analysis method for quantifying CpG methylation in epigenetic studies. Bioinformatics analysis and direct mRNA profiling constitute yet another option.
Many techniques exist to study gene expression at the mRNA level. These techniques can be sorted into two classes. Either they are aimed at finding new genes that are differentially transcribed (high-density array, differential display RT-PCR, etc.), or the goal is to know whether a given interesting set of genes are differentially transcribed (low-density arrays, etc.).
High throughput techniques, producing a snapshot image of genes that are translated at any given moment, are currently employed to get an insight into transcriptome changes, such as reactions upon nutrition changes. SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression) or whole genome DNA arrays are currently used. SAGE has been employed to show the effects of phenolic compounds upon gene expression. Over 30 000 transcripts may be easily detected in reactions. The requirements for large amounts of mRNA inputs, limits SAGE utilization, irregardless of further improvements in the technique (e.g. SAGE-lite or PCR-SAGE or super SAGE) (29, 30) .
Various DNA arrays/chips are available, such as those produced by photolithography, spotted oligonucleotides, or cDNA arrays. Commercial chips exhibit some advantages over in house prepared arrays; the number of probes, accuracy, and reproducibility constitute their major advantages. Highdensity oligonucleotide microarrays have been used for pioneer studies on the multiple gene expression effects exhibited (e.g. by Ginkgo biloba leaf extract), changing even traditional pharmacology and medicine concepts (31) . Several other examples of DNA arrays applicability in nutrigenomics studies have been documented by studies of flavonoids or garlic constituents. DNA array technology has proven that the high consumption of soy isoflavones in Asian diets has been correlated to a lower incidence of clinically important cases of prostate cancer (32) . Although thousands of data points have been acquired using DNA arrays, scientists still call attention to the fact that the mode of action of several phytochemicals, that prevent the growth of cancer cells or poses anti-inflammatory activities, at the gene transcription level, is not completely understood. The complexity of the human genome, the difficulties in setting-up cohort study experiments, plus the price of the chips represent the main obstacles.
Low-density DNA arrays have become available as a tool offering several specific advantages. They allow for an optimized design of each capture probe, which increases greatly the reproducibility of DNA arrays. The selection of the genes is based upon a scrupulous analysis of the literature and in-house investigations, specifically by proteomics, high-density arrays and RT-PCR differential display. As low-density cDNA arrays are cheaper than high-density arrays, low-density DNA arrays allow kinetic and dose/response studies. Examples of applications are low-density cDNA arrays that allow one to monitor the expression of MAGE-A genes, rat gene expression profiling of drug metabolism and toxicology markers (33) , human inflammation, human apoptosis, etc.
As it is recommended to validate microarray data by realtime PCR, a combination of customer-designed oligo-arrays in a 384 well plate (measured in a real-time PCR device) may be an effective step to the next generation of high throughput platforms for precise gene expression, together with low-density arrays.
RNome
RNome represents a new scientific word, the RNA equivalent of the proteome or genome, with the subject referred to as RNomics. RNomics is a newly emerging discipline that studies the structure, function and processes of non-coding RNAs and the mechanism of RNA interference (RNAi) in a cell. RNA interference is ancient and an evolutionarily conserved gene regulation mechanism, triggered by the presence of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA). Key players in this mechanism are microRNAs (miRNAs) and short interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which in association with Argonaute proteins (AGOs) form multimeric RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC) that elicit mRNA decay, translational repression, or transcriptional silencing, respectively, of the mRNA targets selected, even by the complementarity with siRNAs or miRNAs (34) .
Short interfering RNAs are mainly derived from exogenous dsRNA and they are supposed to have evolved in plants as a defence mechanism against viruses. Since the 'coincidental' discovery of RNAi during attempts to alter the pigmentation of petunia flowers, intensive studies have focused on developing RNAi technologies, because of their possible usage for treating human diseases. As a consequence, RNAi technologies are common molecular biological techniques today, widely used in biomedical research focused on virology, oncology and inflammatory diseases.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are an abundant class of non-protein-coding small endogenous RNAs that are present in diverse eukaryotes. Bioinformatics and cloning studies have estimated that miRNAs may regulate up 30 % of all human genes, and each miRNA can control hundreds of gene targets (35) . This led to enthusiastic interest in profiling miRNA expression as well as developments in Northern blot cloning PCR (bead-based, SAGE-based and microarray-based methods). The major part of miRNAs studies were done in the oncology research area (36 -38) . Most recent reports have shown that distinct miRNA expression patterns are associated with various solid tumour types, lung cancer prognosis, and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia progression. Particular miRNAs were studied in association with metabolic diseases such as type 2 diabetes (39, 40) . It is evident that the pathogenesis of these multi-factorial and complex diseases are at least partially linked to dietary patterns. Studies of specific RNomes, associated with bioactive food components, and together with human diseases genomics and RNomics, will provide efficient forces leading to remarkable future improvements of disease prevention.
Changes of protein profiles and their investigations
Although microarray studies can reveal the relative amounts of different mRNAs in the cell, levels of mRNA are not directly proportional to the expression level of the proteins that they code for. The human genome consists of 24 000-30 000 genes, which may generate , 100 000 proteins -due to mRNA splice variants, protein processing, and post-translational modifications (41) . Protein profiles reflect the physiological status of a person, including health or disease processes. Protein profiles and their characteristics in physiological fluids are excellent indicators of nutritional status, as well. For example, plasma sub-proteome released by organs and cell populations might be useful for diagnostics (42) and perhaps the investigation of the effects of botanicals upon human health.
Proteomics are often considered the next step in the study of biological systems, after genomics. However, protein analysis is usually very complicated, requiring a higher amount of biological material, compared with RNA profiling, for which in vitro amplification steps are possible. Unlike protein analysis, a single cell may be enough for some RNA profiling experiments. Proteomics is also much more complicated than genomics. This is primarily because while an organism's genome is rather constant, a proteome differs from cell to cell and constantly changes through its biochemical interactions with the genome and environment, as well. Moreover, food constituents not only alter gene expression, including translation, but also affect interactions among proteins in the cells. Thus, nutritional proteomics or nutriproteomics is not only the application of proteomics methodology to nutrition-related research, but it also represents the interaction of bioactive food ingredients with proteins; whereby the interactions with proteins occurs in specific ways (43) . Non-covalent and covalent modifications have been observed for the interaction of selected secondary plant products (e.g. glucosinolate breakdown products, phenolic compounds) with a series of proteins, addressing both food technological and the physiological aspects of human nutrition.
On the whole, studies currently addressing proteomic aspects, in relation to nutritional research, use both classical methods and modern approaches (Fig. 1) to look at the changes in peptide and protein patterns (such as protein mapping or profiling). There are currently four major proteomics technologies that involve either specific digestion of proteins [2D-PAGE, MS and multidimensional protein identification technology (MudPIT)] or the direct analysis of proteins after their chromatographic separation [the top-down approach, and surface-enhanced laser desorption ionization (SELDI)]. The choice of technology depends on the goal of the study and facilities availability (44, 45) (Fig. 2) . Since all of these techniques are very different in terms of their sensitivity, the usefulness for quantitative determinations varies significantly (46) . Current research in proteomics requires first that proteins be resolved, sometimes on a massive scale. Protein separation can be performed using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Once proteins have been separated and quantified, they are identified by mass spectrometry, specifically, matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. Mass spectrometry provides key tools for the analysis of proteins. The limiting step for this technology in human diagnostics lies mainly with the data analysis, i.e. computing power and the lack of adequate software tools (for more detail, see proteomics tools http://www. expasy.ch/tools/).
Three proteins were identified with the use of 2D electrophoresis and MS, as potential molecular targets for the proposed action against colon cancer of quercetin, a plant flavonoid. The application of proteomic techniques demonstrated the response of these proteins to quercetin treatment of colon cancer cells (47) . Protein microarrays offer another tool that has been developed. Instead of many copies of a particular segment of a gene on a spot, many copies of a protein antibody occupy a spot. The protein is then exposed to the protein microarray. If a particular protein is present, it will adhere to the antibody and can be visualized by the addition of non-specific fluorescently-labelled antibodies to the proteins that adhere to the microarray. Such protein microarrays allow scientists to screen for protein-protein interactions or identify protein targets of small molecules. While investigators are still finetuning protein microarray production, there is enormous promise in these protein microarrays as future diagnostic tools (48) . When applying proteomics to nutrition-related research, one has to keep in mind that apart from the analytical complexity the limitations of these methods still particularly lie in the cost, resolution, reproducibility, and throughput. Integrated with other advanced technologies and systems biology, proteomics could facilitate the discovery of key proteins that function to regulate metabolic pathways; and whose synthesis, degradation, and modifications are affected by specific nutrients (or other dietary factors) including phytochemicals. This will aid in rapidly enhancing our knowledge of the complex mechanisms responsible for nutrient utilization, identifying new biomarkers for nutritional status and disease progression, and in designing a contemporary paradigm for dietary prevention and intervention of disease. Thus, the proteome analysis holds great promise in improving human health (44) .
Metabolomics
Metabolomics originated from metabolic profiling, which appeared at the beginning of the 1970s. Although metabolic profiling is more easily done with bacteria, yeast or plants because of the accessibility of the materials, the topic has also concerned qualitative and quantitative analyses of complex mixtures of human origins, for medicinal purposes. 
.
Metabolites (the end-products of the activity of metabolic enzyme cascades) come in all shapes and sizes, and include everything from small basic precursors (such as diacyl glycerol) to larger molecules (such as hormones). Global metabolic profiling (metabonomics/metabolomics) has already shown particular promise in the area of toxicology and drug development (49) . The principal aim of this method consists in the elucidation of physiological processes in organisms through changes in the occurrence and concentrations of these metabolic products. It can contribute, together with other '-omics' data, to complex biological processes (50) . Some authors have stressed (51) that human metabolic profiling can be done unlike genomics and transcriptomics on human fluids, such as urine, serum or plasma. However, metabolic studies on human tracing effects of diets or specific nutrients are sparse, and are based mostly on the 1 H-NMR method. The metabolomic approach was applied to evaluate all of the biochemical changes occurring after dietary intervention by soy consumption. Despite the presence of substantial inter-subject variability, the metabolomic analysis enabled the identification of plasma components related to the dietary intervention, suggesting soy-induced alterations in fat, protein, and carbohydrate metabolism (52) . Metabolomic approaches, in fact, utilize various analytical technologies for the detection and quantification of as many compounds as possible. The most popular and basic analytical method used in metabolic profiling is mass spectrometry (MS), preceded by separation by gas (GC) or liquid chromatography (LC). It is very effective tool with good sensitivity and relative sufficient selectivity. LC/MS is a suitable highly sensitive method for complex biological mixtures, which can be combined with other detection methods, such as UV or NMR (53) . GC/MS is very useful technique but is limited by volatility of the analyzed compounds. Poor volatility of some constituents can be partially compensated for by chemical derivation (silylation, methylation), but at the cost of processing time and variance (54) . A subset of the metabolome is the lipidome, which is composed of the lipids found in a given biological fluid, such as plasma. Metabolomics and lipidomics, basically, use two core methods: mass spectrometry (MS) -which measures all ionisable, low-abundance metabolites in a sample; and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) -which can quantify all ionisable, highabundance metabolites. The impact of botanicals upon lipid profiles may lead to identification of fruits and vegetables lowering the risk of, e.g., arteriosclerosis in certain genotypes.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a very specific method for the analysis of most organic compounds. However, most NMR-based approaches are focused on the analysis of biomarker substances whose occurrence and concentration signalled the changes in the organism, and are not useful for the analysis of chemically complicated biological extracts. It is also used for the metabolic fingerprinting of extracts (55) . Nevertheless, the combination of HPLC and detection NMR is a very promising approach for the metabolomic analysis, although the expensiveness of this method (due to the consumption of deuterated mobile phases) might be its most important disadvantage (53) . There are a number of other analytical techniques used for metabolite profiling and metabolomics, such as optical spectroscopic methods, such as ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy, evaporative light scattering detection (ELSD), or laser-induced fluorescence (LIF); usually coupled with various separation methods, such as HPLC, TLC, or capillary electrophoresis (CE). They are very different in respect to their sensitivity. For example, ELSD is a non-selective method with a relatively low sensitivity, but suitable for all non-volatile compounds, regardless of chromophores. IR and UV provide sufficient sensitivity together with a certain selectivity, and LIF has a very high sensitivity and lower selectivity. With the use of all of these techniques, it is necessary for the additional identification of specific metabolites by other more selective methods. Each of these methods is suited for the analysis of different molecules, so only the integration of various metabolic profiling methods could pretend to characterise the whole metabolome (56) . For data analysis, in the metabolomic as well as for other '-omics' approaches, a wide range of statistical and deconvolution methods are utilized. Deconvolution algorithms (AMDIS, Mzmine) are applied to the identification and processing of outputs from chromatographic data of MS analysis (57) . These tools allow improved deconvolution and the identification of overlapping chromatographic peaks. For statistical analysis, similar statistical methods as in the other '-omics' approaches are used. They involve a number of multivariate statistical methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), various cluster analyses, or algorithms based on neural networks as self-organizing maps (SOMs). One of most commonly used is principal component analysis (PCA) (58) , which consists of description of variance in a set of multivariate data by means of set of orthogonal variables (principal components). The original variables (i.e. concentrations) are described as a linear combination of particular principal components. Cluster analysis is a (43) .
method of grouping data by their similarity. There are a number of clustering methods, in which hierarchical clustering analysis is most frequently used (HCA). SOMs are algorithms, which are able to be calibrated ('trained') with known data patterns, and then compared with newly added data sets (59) . Aside from the statistical analysis tools, there are also various programs used which allow for the visualization of metabolomic data and their connections with proteomic or genomic datasets (60, 61) . Recent efforts combining metabolomics data sets with RNA microarray or shotgun proteomics data offer new opportunities to strive toward a comprehensive understanding of biological processes. However, currently, several methodological limitations hamper any swift advancement toward this important goal, and have to be addressed in the near future. To strengthen the confidence in any metabolic profiling techniques, standard validation protocols will have to be applied, in the future. Analytical reliability will have to be proven; especially both intra-and inter-laboratory reproducibility will have to be demonstrated if the broad applicability of these assays is desired (62) . A full description of human metabolism is far from being complete, reflecting the different: tissues, age, genotype, gender, diet, stress, health; and other internal and external factors. Researchers at the University of Alberta, Canada, announced at the beginning of 2007 the completion of the first draft of the human metabolome, the chemical equivalent of the human genome. The scientists have catalogued and characterized 2500 metabolites, 1200 drugs, and 3500 food components that can be found in the human body (63) ; many others have yet to be identified.
The application of metabolomics to nutritional research will meet unique challenges. Little is known of the extent to which changes in the nutrient content of the human diet elicit changes in metabolic profiles. Notwithstanding possible confounding effects, there exists every reason to be optimistic about the potential of metabolomics for the assessment of various biofluids in nutrition research. Metabolomics have the potential to distinguish between different dietary treatments, which would not have been identified with conventional techniques (64) .
Conclusions
It is generally accepted that food consumption has impacts on dynamic changes in the human genome, gene expression, metabolome, and finally in human health, generally. It has been indicated that a diet rich in phytochemicals, linked with the daily intake of fruits and vegetables, may have a protective effect upon the human genome. However, scientists need to gather more comprehensive knowledge on the variability of the human genome, with respect to allelomorphism and possibly epigenetic changes, protein, and metabolite levels (as a consequence of fruit and vegetable consumption); and thus the chance to prevent diseases and prolong human life by personalised nutrition. To realize this aim, high throughput methods have to be employed to fully understand the mechanism of food's constituents' interactions with individual genotypes under different life situations (Table 1) . While DNA and RNA analyses are quite advanced, especially in human substances, protein and metabolite analyses still cope with a range of analysis, speed, and cost effectiveness. Therefore, the studies of human proteome and metabolome responses treated with fruit and vegetable constituents, employing high throughput techniques, are not numerous.
However, because of rapid technological developments of platforms used for disease and pharmaceutical investigations (as well as subsequent nutriomics, as the emerging face of nutrition) will be able to provide the necessary steppingstones to achieve this ambitious goal of optimizing an individual's health via nutritional intervention. 
